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… and yet most mobile
operators are struggling
to fulfill such ambition!
“Most operators are not well-positioned
to capitalize on the IoT opportunity … IoT
connectivity revenue will only reach 3%
of worldwide mobile telecoms revenue”
— Analysys Mason*
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* http://www.analysysmason.com/Research/Content/Reports/internet-of-things-iot-opportunities-for-telecoms-operators-vol-iii/report-pdf/
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Custom IoT Applications
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A fragmented
IOT stack is
ill-suited to
address an
inherently
fragmented
business…
results in
captive markets
dominated by
proprietary
solutions
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Cellular
ecosystem
has been
successful
because of
convergence
around
standards ...
such players
will benefit
doing the
same in IOT
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for LPWA
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LTE Cat-1
and above
(Rel-8+)

Co-existence with 5G NR
Reduced complexity

Single-cell multicast

TDD support

NB-IoT and eMTC connection to 5G core

Lower power

Device positioning

Higher spectral efficiency

Group wake-up signal

Early data transmission

Grant-free uplink data

Wake-up signal for paging

Mobile-terminated early data

Deeper coverage
Higher density

Higher data rates:
Cat-M2 & NB2
VoLTE improvements

eMTC

FeMTC

eFeMTC

Continued eMTC evolution

NB-IoT

eNB-IoT

FeNB-IoT

Continued NB-IoT evolution

Rel-13

Rel-14

Rel-15

Rel-16

Continued evolution to meet tomorrow’s massive IoT needs
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OMA
LightweightM2M
a IOT device
management
protocol, the
common standard
for managing
lightweight and
low power devices
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Option 1 (logos)
oneM2M API
LwM2M API
A
B
C

oneM2M is the
interoperability
enabler for the
entire IOT
ecosystem.
It is the open
OS of IOT,
similar to
Android OS in
mobile space

oneM2M standards
integrate LwM2M for
device management
and for data sharing

Platform

LTE

LTE

NB-IoT
Cat-M

Cat-M

NB-IoT

“Purpose and goal of oneM2M is to develop technical specifications which address
the need for a common M2M Service Layer that can be readily embedded within
various hardware and software, and relied upon to connect the myriad of devices
in the field with M2M application servers worldwide”
— oneM2M.org*
* http://www.onem2m.org/about-onem2m/why-onem2m
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The Qualcomm® 9205 LTE Modem
Building on what works, bringing new and improved
Highest level of
integration in its class*

Integrated GNSS receiver

Ultra-low power
for long battery life

Global multi-mode
and multi-band
eMTC, NB-IoT,
EGPRS solution

Hardware-based
security foundations

9205

Powerful application
processor & software
suite for application &
service support

Purpose built for IoT, with out-of-the box support for standard based
device management and service enablement: the edge is ready!
Qualcomm 9205 is a product of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries.
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Thank you
Follow us on:
For more information, visit us at:
www.qualcomm.com & www.qualcomm.com/blog
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